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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2830 - 2831

Chapter 2830

They were all terrified.

“The word side by side king, do you even know this?”

The eyes of Xiao Liejun and the others were filled with inevitable shock.

“Plan Atlantis! What do I not know?”

Levi Garrison smiled.

Not long ago.

He walked around in the abandoned “Donghai Dragon Palace”.

Field trips.

But it is clearer than what they know in their files.

I know why this plan stopped…

Know it better than anyone present.

After all, Levi Garrison was the only one among so many people who had been to the scene.

Hearing this, everyone is more different.
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But then I thought about it and it was relieved.

Levi Garrison’s control of intelligence is at the ancestral level!

This kind of top-secret file is not known to others as normal, but since the Leviathan
incident happened.

They felt that Levi Garrison was omnipotent.

It is normal to know about the Atlantis plan.

“But……”

But some people still have objections.

I want to say something different.

Levi Garrison glared at the group of people: “I’ve said it all, this page is over! Leviathan
doesn’t need to think about it, they can’t come out, you guys think about it!”

Lu Xiong immediately stood up to support him: “Everyone listens to one word side by side!
Don’t you believe him?”

“The Lab of the Gods may be about to attack in an all-round way! I think the king should be
selected as the commander in command, commanding all the forces of Daxia to defend and
contend!”

“We listen to everything one word side by side!”

Lu Xiong’s proposal was quickly responded.

“I agree!”

“I agree!”
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“At this time, we should listen to the king! His advance judgment and intelligence are beyond
ours! There is no doubt about the commander’s leadership ability! We will all obey him when
he comes to be the commander!”

…

Xiao Liejun, Hong Qingcang, Jiang Ye and others stood up.

“Okay, we also agree! Leave everything to the King of One Word! You will arrange it!”

“Yes, directly in the name of Yanlongwei, appoint the one-word side-by-side king as the
commander-in-chief of this time! You can mobilize all the power of Daxia!”

“We will not interfere!”

…

Of course, Levi Garrison took over this task.

“The first point-everyone in Leviathan doesn’t need to mention it, they won’t come out again!
Don’t ask how I know! I just know!”

Levi Garrison stated repeatedly.

“clear!”

“Then command you to make arrangements, and we will do our best to assist you!”

Everyone looked at Levi Garrison.

“Okay, the first thing next…”

After Levi Garrison finished speaking, everyone was dumbfounded.This… can this work?”

Everyone is trembling.

Showing an unbelievable look.
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It was mainly the plan proposed by Levi Garrison, which shocked everyone!

The first step of the plan Levi Garrison just said was to expand the line of defense.

Not to mention directly crossing the waters of Daxia, a long and long defensive line must be
extended.

It directly enveloped the adjacent East Island and the seas of the star country.

This maritime defense line is too broad.

The scope is too wide and too wide.

What’s more, the East Island and the star country have to be enveloped.

People might not agree.

Therefore, everyone is so shocked!

Lu Xiong and others immediately said: “Support the commander-in-chief! If our defense line
does not cover the neighboring countries and forces, if they surrender to the laboratory of
the gods at that time!

When the time comes, the Lab of the Gods can use the nearby place as a pedal to attack us!
Even the nearby forces stabbed us in the back! At that time we will be in danger!

So no matter what, first expand the defensive line and cover it. Even if they surrender at that
time, we will be able to control the situation and react in time! “

“In addition, extending our defense line has many benefits! It can predict the situation in
advance and buy time for the rear!”

“This must be! Our previous strategy was to shrink the defense, so that the enemy has many
ways…”

Everyone nodded approvingly.
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“Next, I will assign tasks!”

Levi Garrison looked at Zoey Lopez and them: “All the members of Kunlun College?”

Although many people in Kunlun College were still dissatisfied with Levi Garrison’s strength,
at this time, Levi Garrison was the commander in command and had to listen.

His marching and fighting is indeed invincible…

He can maximize the role of everyone and arrange them in the best position.

This is something no one else can do.

“exist!”

Everyone shouted.

“I want to arrange you in the front row of the new defense line. A group of five people can
basically cover all the positions in this sea area!

Chapter 2831

All you need to do is to monitor and prevent enemy surprise attacks. If you encounter an
enemy situation, you can resist it flexibly and adopt the form of harassment! “

Levi Garrison looked at the Azure Dragon (Qinglong) people again: “These people are my
former subordinates! They are very experienced in this regard! They will lead the team! You
will assign the details!”

Several people in Azure Dragon (Qinglong) nodded: “Okay, understand!”

“lets go!”
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All Kunlun College set off.

And also brought that artifact crossbow!

“As for the defense line covering the East Island and the star country, I will trouble you! You
are originally from the star country! It is more convenient to do this!”

Levi Garrison entrusted this task to Li Chengmin.

It is not difficult to do this with the strength of the Samsung Group.

Levi Garrison looked at Xiao Liejun and others again: “Next, you will add the entire defensive
line! You don’t have to resist! Harassment is enough!”

“As for Daxia’s defense, hurry up! You are responsible for dealing with the enemy’s modern
technological weapons.

As for the opponent’s warrior superpower, the general defense system is not useful at all. I
remember that the Bible Organization and Maya Industry have corresponding targeting
methods. There are no questions for you, right? “

Levi Garrison said.

Ye Wudao and Ye Lingtian were just about to refuse.

The voice of the evil god sounded: “There is no problem, my master, the dark god, has
ordered that Maya Industry and the Bible organization follow Daxia’s arrangements!”

“this……”

Ye Wudao and the others were very puzzled.

What is the relationship between Master Dark God and Daxia?

Why not spare no effort to help?

Take out all the hole cards?
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It’s incredible.

However, they did not dare to disobey Master’s order.

Only obediently obedient.

“Next I will organize all the forces of the Bible Organization!”Although the Underworld God
and the others came to support this time, they were basically the core main force.

The broad advantages of the biblical organization have not been reflected.

So this time he has time to gather everything together.

Gather on Daxia’s side!

“Thanks! Thank you so much!”

Xiao Liejun and the others were actually very puzzled.

Why would they help?

Still at all costs!

It’s just that the god commander Tiance said that they are his own, and don’t worry or doubt
any of their actions.

They have been wondering who is the God of Darkness?

How to help Daxia?

Can’t figure it out!

“Well, if you gather all the forces together, you can have a greater grasp like this!”

“Next, give me all your strength! Listen to my dispatch at any time!”

Levi Garrison directly requested the authority of Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan.
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Xiao Liejun several people hesitated: “We can’t make a decision about this! We have to ask
them!”

It’s just that the Dragon Head God will wait for someone to immediately agree: “Okay, no
problem!”

The major forces of the ancient Garrison clan also expressed their willingness to follow the
unified command of Levi Garrison.

This made Ye Wudao and the others even more surprised.

When did the ancient Garrison clan thorny heads, they would obey Levi Garrison’s words.

Even if Levi Garrison is the commander-in-chief.

They felt something was wrong, but they couldn’t tell the details.

…

The temporary deployment of Levi Garrison has been completed.

Next, he waited for the arrival of the laboratory of the gods.

At this time, Tiance Shenshuai also returned.

Condemned all over his face.

Because he lost a lot in Daxia.

It turned out that the great apprentice was taken away after the gods’ laboratory proclaimed
self-reliance as a nation.

Otherwise, Tiance will not come back.

Subsequently, Levi Garrison gathered the strong men such as Tiance Shenshuai.

He took out a bottle of medicine.
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This is made from the resources of Forbidden Land No. 76 and their blood.

Especially rare.

But the effect of a bottle can be said to be against the sky!

“These can bring your strength to a higher level, but it will affect your future path! That is to
say, the side effects may be huge!”

“It’s up to you to choose!”

Levi Garrison wanted them to be stronger, but he didn’t force it.

See if they are willing.

“The Lab of the Gods is coming fiercely! I must be strong!”

Tiance Shenshuai chose the potion.

After all, his last supreme magic drug is to be left to Levilia.

Therefore, he must choose this medicine.

“I’m coming too!”
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